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The challenge (2016)

 How do we bring all this data together and empower users with 
information so that they can make decisions ….?

 Without those same users having to invest huge sums in infrastructure and 
‘technology expertise training’

 The remote sensing industry hasn’t changed in 30 years – still selling pixels.

 What is needed?

 Storage: ‘The Cloud’; (the easiest bit) eg Amazon, 

 Common access points, eg GEOSS, MapMart, CloudEO, DigitalGlobe BGDX

 (Big Data) Analytics including AI <coming fast>

 <missing layer>: integrate, fuse, access to actionable intelligence

 Question for the audience? 

 Who is defining and delivering your Information and Intelligence 
requirements?

 A tidal wave of data is upon us. Yes it could reveal a new whole 
dimension to our understanding of the Oceans.  Do we have the 
necessary surfboards to ride it or will it just crash all over us? Credit: capetowndailyphoto.com
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What is the average surface temperature of the moon

What is the average sea surface temperature at the Ningaloo Reef



“I wish that you would use all means at your disposal – films! 

expeditions! the web! more! – to ignite public support for a 

global network of marine protected areas, hope spots large 

enough to save and restore the ocean, the blue heart of the 

planet.”

Dr. Sylvia Earle, 2009





Problems to be addressed

Disparate, 
duplicate and 
incomplete data.  
Too much to 
manage.

01
Incomplete 
Nomination 
Process 
implementation

02
Laborious methods 
to share, report, 
and publish

03
Isolated system, 
not linked to other 
Ocean data

04
Too many 
technologies and 
lack of support

05
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Hope Spot
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Hope Spot Information Platform: key design principles

More than just a 
Nomination Process 

Workflow

A Hope Spot 
Database

• Single Point of Truth

• GeoSpatial

• Open

Easy access

Simple way to 
publish information 

across the Web

Uncomplicated 
Reporting

Integration with 
other systems and 

datasets



The HSIP is an open cloud database with a set 

of ‘pluggable’ components.
These components will be embedded within the 

Mission Blue Website and also combined in an 

‘application’ for Mission Blue staff and selected 

partners



HSIP and underlying Ocean Data Centre Architecture
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Platform Architecture

 Base (Data) Layer 

 Cloud-based

 Open source

 Scalable ‘Big’ data (MongoDB) database technology

 Data and procedures

 API

 Information Layer

 Cloud-based

 Esri ArcGIS Online

 Open source BI tool (Metabase)

 User Layer

 Web deployed (pages and/or inserts)

 Customised Maps and Forms (Javascript, Esri API, Metabase Cards and Dashboards)





“If people don’t think you’re crazy then your dreams aren’t big enough!”

This is more than a Hope Spot Management System

It is a:

 Hope Single Point Of Truth Database and Awareness Factory

And it can become a:

 Federated System of Record for Oceans

 A ‘yellow pages’ for Ocean Data,

Which is truly:

 Open, transparent and available to all which contains both

 Crowdsourced and Curated Content



Framing questions

 What are the status, trends and forecasts for the development of the Digital 

Ocean, Big Ocean Data and the use of Cloud Computing for ocean sustainable 

development? 

 What are the benefits (economic, sustainability, maritime security, etc.) from 

a Digital Ocean that produces Big Ocean Data and harnesses Cloud Computing 

in support of Agenda 2030, and what are the challenges to achieving these 

benefits? 

 What are the opportunities for industry leadership and collaboration in 

advancing the most beneficial progress in the Digital Ocean, Big Ocean Data 

and Cloud Computing for ocean sustainable development - at national, 

regional and global scales - and what should industry do to best engage other 

ocean stakeholders? 



It’s people, not technology

Thank you for your attention

graham@beyond180.com

gstickler@mission-blue.org


